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Reviewed 4 July 2010

Our stay was wonderful.The rooms are very beautiful decorated and the
beds are very comfortable.But the best things are the breakfast and the
wonderful location on the end of the quay.Breakfast is serviced on a terrace
and had a lot to
offer,bread,croissants,marmelades,cheese,tomatoes,omelettes,fresh orange
juice etc.But waking up in the morning, the view over the sea and village
should make everybody happy.It is a lovely relaxed island (maybe more
partying in high season) with superb seafood restaurants. Go there!And stay
in the only hotel with personality (thanks to the french owner/architect
Marie):Mediterraneo!

Our online travel partners don't provide
prices for this accommodation but we
can search other options in Kastellorizo
See available hotels

Stayed: May 2010, travelled as a couple

 Value
 Location
 Sleep Quality

 Rooms
 Cleanliness
 Service

Ask JapieAmsterdam about Mediterreneo Kastelorizo
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This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC
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